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All is Not Quiet on the Western Front
New Emergency Update
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED STATES of America - Stay tuned to our intelligence briefings as we
are preparing to bring you emergency briefings as events remain fluid.

Victor Bout (L), Lt. Vreeland
Vreeland explains he was assigned to courier this letter to Canadian
intelligence, but he sensed that something was about to go awry, so he copied
the documents he was given…
"The initial strike or attack, will be started at the WTC on 9-11-2001, by
our brothers in faith...If everything goes as planned the attack will work.
After Americans, who undoubtedly will think that Osama is to be blamed
and will start a war with his group..."

As you read The Big Wedding 9/11, The Whistle-Blowers & the Cover-Up it is
important to remember that Viktor Bout's major source on 9/11 was none
other than U.S. Naval Intelligence Officer Lt. Vreeland.

THE BIG WEDDING 911, THE WHISTLE-BLOWERS & THE COVER-UP Part 5
http://stewwebb.com/THE_BIG_WEDDING_911_The_Whistleblowers_and_The_Cover_up_part5_01032009.htm

Other important developments that we are following include Umaru
Mutallab aka Alhaji Umaru Abdul Mutallab, the father of NWA Flight 253
Christmas Day terror suspect, Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, had a major
tie through his bank in Nigeria to the Israeli Mossad and an arms/
weapons company (DICON) that was involved in arms, weapons
and narcotics trafficking through the nations of Georgia and
Bulgaria.

Richard Reid

We can now also divulge that the second passenger arrested at the
Detroit Airport on Flight 253 was an Indian national that had ties to
a British Intelligence Agency cell with links to attempted shoe
bomber Richard Reid.

December 26, 2009 Intelligence Briefing
...The security company in charge of
the Amsterdam airport where Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab transited on his way
to Detroit was none other than the Israeli-owned ICTS.

Note: The ICTS angle is interesting since six months prior to accused shoe
bomber Richard Reid's December 22, 2001 arrest, Reid attempted to board an
Israeli airline El Al from Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam to Tel Aviv. Reid was
taken by El Al security and identified as a terrorist suspect. However, rather
than turning Reid over to Dutch security for further action he was allowed to
board the El Al flight by Israeli Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency,
counterintelligence and internal security service) and allowed to proceed to Tel
Aviv.
Reference: ICTS, an arm of Shin Bet, is in charge of the overall Dutch airport
security that the nation of Holland allowed to be outsourced.
Reid later divulged that both El Al and ICTS failed to detect that he had
explosives in his shoes on his flight to Tel Aviv; an amazing revelation
considering El Al's reputation for tight security.
The cross pollution between Israeli Airline El Al and ICTS and the Amsterdam,
Holland airport has been well documented by foreign press as a major nest for
"Black Op False Flag Terrorist" activity.
It is also important to remember that the security for the two airports in New
York and Boston on the day of the 9/11 'BLACK OP' attacks on the United
States was outsourced to none other than the Israeli security company ICTS.
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=523731787

We can also reveal that the financial support for what is statesponsored terrorism in Yemen is none other than Ponzi Scheme
headquarters in Marrakech, Morocco.
Note: Remember, it was former illegal White House occupant
George W. BushFRAUD that released the alleged Yemenese
terrorists aka Israeli Mossad assets from Guantanamo back to
Yemen where they can now engage in more state-sponsored
terrorism.
Folks, there is NO war on terror - there NEVER has been!

Osama bin Laden has been dead for over eight (8) years. The war
on terror is a war on the American People and their Constitution
originally orchestrated by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
using the UN-Constitutional Patriot Act as a disguise to LOOT the
U.S. Treasury.

Roger L. Wollenberg UPI

As we are bringing you this latest intelligence briefing we are now
hearing reports that the junta that occupies this country is
threatening to use their state-sponsored terrorists equipped with
nuclear suitcase bombs as a weapon against the American People if
they can not continue to do as they please aka block the
implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.

Of course, it is important to remember, folks, that the corporatecontrolled, fascist, extortion friendly U.S. media aka idiots like
gossip columnists Gloria Borger of CNN and puppet stooge David
Gregory of NBC's Meet the Press continue to terrorize the American
People by insisting that "we are at war, at war, at war, at war..."
Let us make this clear. We the American People are at war with the
corporate-controlled, fascist, extortion-friendly media filth that
have enabled the destruction of our Republic.

Final note: Stay tuned for future intelligence briefings in which we will
continue to focus on the college football sports scandal, including individuals
attending universities to play football with IQs of 60 or less, graduation rates
are 35% or less for major top ten college football teams.
We will continue to examine the latest on the aforementioned California
University under NCAA investigation, including the use of university credit
cards supplied to alleged student athletes by the insurance aka sports agent.
We can now divulge that emails now in possession of the Los Angeles State
Attorney's office finger the athletic director for the aforementioned California
University under NCAA investigation sending out messages stating the
following "keep everyone quiet" "make sure they don't have a reason to talk".

Note: We can also divulge that a reporter working for the ESPN network is
mentioned in the emails now in possession of the Los Angeles State Attorney.

We can report that the athletic director for this University is trying to strike a
deal with corrupt NCAA investigators to use his basketball program as a throw
away as to protect the more corrupt football program.
Believe us, folks, when the truth is known and all of the facts come out, what
you will be looking at is a private University on the West Coast that has been
turned into a whorehouse.

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly
credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and
INTERPOL--reporting what is REALLY going on behind the scenes of the
corporate-controlled mainstream media cover up propaganda of on-going
massive deceptions and illusions.
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